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I am a Senior Oceanographer at APL-UW, a research scientist with a dual focus: 
• Environmental information systems centered on water (oceans, coastal areas and inland 

waters). This focus includes a strong emphasis on interoperability and data integration across 
different kinds of systems (GIS, relational databases, structured scientific data formats, real-
time sensor data web services, etc.) and data silos; and on expanding access to previously 
unavailable or inaccessible data. 

• The biogeochemistry of rivers and coastal environments, especially at regional to global 
scales. My emphasis is on carbon and nutrients and encompasses both natural processes and 
human alterations. My Ph.D. degree was formally in Chemical Oceanography, but my 
research focus has been primarily on freshwaters, including estuaries. 

 
I am also the Data Management And Coordination (DMAC) lead for the Northwest Association 
of Networked Ocean Observing Systems (NANOOS), the Regional Association of the national 
Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) in the Pacific Northwest.  
 
As in most large research universities, GIS is widespread and widely used on campus. I’ve 
loosely supported campus-wide GIS initiatives, including ones focusing on local data catalogs, 
Open Source GIS and GIS Day events. The Oceanography department has a modest marine GIS 
program. However, my direct collaborations involving ocean data on campus, at APL-UW, 
regionally and nationally rarely include the use of “conventional” GIS software, particularly 
desktop GIS. APL-UW is a diverse research institute with a strong oceanographic component, 
yet GIS use here is fairly limited and fragmented. 
 
Practically all ocean data I’m involved with have a geospatial component that is critically 
important. Such data ranges from sensors at a moored buoy, to collections of depth profiles 
collected via ships along repeat stations, sensors on autonomous underwater vehicles, and 2-D to 
3-D time-varying continuous fields from remote sensing and models. It also includes static GIS 
layers (coastlines, watersheds, semi-static representations of sampling sites, etc). However, users 
who come from an oceanographic background rarely ask for GIS formats. They have tools that 
they’re proficient with and that work well for these kind of complex data; the most common used 
software is probably Matlab. This is a well known and widespread fragmentation and divergence 
of tools and data structures preferred by the Earth Science “fluid and temporally dynamic fields” 
community vs. more land-bound, scientific and resource-management communities (including 
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those focusing on coastal areas) for whom spatial features are a more fundamental paradigm and 
highly temporally dynamic gridded data are fairly rare. 
 
This separation of communities and their preferred tools and data structures is widely shared 
within NANOOS and in discussions with other IOOS partners. It is, I think, a fundamental 
challenge for marine research and resource management that must be addressed in order to 
derive the widest possible benefits from all relevant scientific expertise and data collections, as 
well as from the diversity of data analysis and management capabilities that exist. These benefits 
will flow both ways: oceanographers stand to gain from both wider use of their data and adoption 
of data approaches and solutions that may be more common in the GIS-oriented community; 
likewise, coastal scientists and managers will gain from easier access to oceanographic data, 
more familiarity with oceanographic perspectives, and adoption of data approaches and solutions 
from the oceanographic community. 
 
Within NANOOS and in concert with partner IOOS Regional Associations on the West Coast, 
we have been exploring this dividing wall and identifying both pragmatic and strategic paths 
forward.  The specific ocean issues being addressed are diverse, including ocean acidification, 
eutrophication and hypoxia, pollutant runoff, habitat degradation and conservation, fisheries, 
climate, marine weather (currents, waves and winds) and its impact on transportation and coastal 
communities, etc. In addition to local and regionally specific discussions and solutions, we’re 
collaborating closely with many partners brought together by the West Coast Governors Alliance 
on Ocean Health, currently focusing on a “Regional Data Framework” to facilitate West Coast-
wide data coordination, cataloging, discovery and access. Multiple technical and collaboration 
strategies will be required to bridge these divisions (for example, see my UW 2011 GIS Day 
presentation); ones we have identified or initiated include: 
1. Foster close working relationships among technical staff that are data or technology oriented, 

across groups, agencies, and the GIS-Oceanography divides. These relationships can serve as 
backbones of expertise and enthusiasm for pilot, demonstration projects. 

2. Identify specific needs and address them via pilot projects implementing approaches that 
have wider applicability across applications. 

3. Provide access to raw oceanographic data via customized, GIS-friendly and audience-aware 
data structures, formats and applications. This should be done through leveraging of 
interoperable, open standards, including OGC W*S services, as well as use of widely 
supported, de-facto standard formats like shapefiles. 

4. Create temporally and spatially aggregated products that capture temporally dynamic and 
spatially fluid processes. These products will be more readily usable to decision makers, 
planners, and scientific and GIS support staff at agencies and relevant organizations. 

5. Explore and demonstrate the complementary value of GIS software and approaches vis a vis 
software typically used in oceanographic applications. 

6. Facilitate regional CMSP and oceanographic data discovery and interoperability efforts that 
are informed by national priorities and IOOS resources while serving regional needs. Such 
coordination-catalog-discovery-access efforts can leverage the substantial interoperability 
advances made by the networked ocean observing community. 

 


